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1. Welcome Carly Miller who is our newest member of the Senate!

a. I will reach out with some information for you regarding procedures :)
b. Carly is welcomed

2. Review last week’s minutes: vote to approve
a. Belle’s name is corrected on the minutes (was Destiny)
b. Destiny motions to approve the minutes and Tallulah seconds it
c. Yonas denies the motion bc his name is spelled wrong
d. Destiny motions to approve the revised minutes and Tallulah seconds it,

unanimously voted
3. Continue discussion on SB001

a. Destiny asks if we can still vote on this bill even tho ppl are absent and Henry
says yes because we have quorum

b. We recap what we left off with
c. Senator Vasty arrives
d. Helena motions to vote on the bill and Destiny seconds it
e. We take a minute to go over the bill
f. Kate motions to vote and Yonas seconds it
g. Voting! Miller: nay, Yonas: nay, Tucker: nay, Sickles: nay, Rep Simon: nay,

Spaulding: nay, Watson: nay, Brown: nay, Vaani: nay, Destiny: nay, Vasty:
nay.

h. Bill is not passed and is sent back
4. Review and start discussion on a new bill, SB004

a. Vasty motions to vote, Helena seconds
b. Unanimously passed!
c. Here are the SAAB Bylaws for anyone interested in seeing the changes in the

greater context
5. Bon Discussion

a. Ben Meoz reached out to inquire if ASB would aid in the search for students of
the CAS to sit on the committee
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b. Just after this, another student emailed me to ask what ASB could do to help
students voice their concerns regarding the bon

c. Let's brainstorm…
d. Tallulah asks what Ben’s intent is with forming this committee

i. Rocky clarifies that this committee is to represent students when
making decisions about the bon, and committee members will
probably also learn lots about how dining services work

e. Henry leaves for the day
f. Tallulah points out that when looking for student representatives, we should

make a point to include student athletes
g. Helena asks if its an option for senators to be on the committee, Sophia says

that it probs should be other ppl because we strive for diverse opinions
h. Rose gets here!
i. Rocky recommends that we ask Ben exactly what the committee would do so

we can get a better idea
j. Senator Carly asks how we would select students to be on the committee and

Sophia notes that we should make clarifications with Ben first
k. Sophia is creating a collaboration doc where we can brainstorm ideas

6. Ray Warren Symposium is going on
a. Here is the schedule for the different event, I encourage you to go to one if you

can!
7. Upcoming events going on:

a. Student Government Conference @ UP 11/13
i. Carpool info here

b. Please come to SAAB Academic Fair (Friday at 3pm in Watzek)
c. Transportation and parking discussion is on monday november 14th from

6-8pm at smith hall! Presented by ENVS 295 class
8. I now yield the floor for any comments, questions and concerns :)

a. If you go on the Pio to go to the airport on thanksgiving, you have to tell the
Pio driver to drop you off at the red line stop (6th and harrison) so that you
can go to the airport from there

b. Destiny motions to adjourn the meeting, Helena seconds
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